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Abstract. Suitability to off-design operation, applicability to combined thermal and electrical generation 
in a wide range of low temperatures and pressures and compliance with safety and environmental limitations 
qualify small-scale Organic Rankine Cycle plants as a viable option for combined heat and power generation 
in the residential sector. As the plants scale down, the electric and thermal output maximization has to 
account for issues, spanning from high pump power absorption, compared to the electric output of the plant, 
to intrinsically low plant permeability induced by the expander, to the intermittent availability of thermal 
power, affected by the heat demand for domestic hot water (DHW) production. The present paper accounts 
for a flat-plate solar thermal collector array, bottomed by an ORC unit featuring a sliding vane expander and 
pump and flat-plate heat exchangers. A high-temperature buffer vessel stores artificially heated water – 
electric heaters, simulating the solar collector - and feeds either the hot water line for domestic use or the 
ORC evaporator, depending on the instantaneous demand (i.e., domestic hot water or electric power), the 
temperature conditions inside the tank and the stored mass availability. A low-temperature receiver acts like 
the heat sink of the ORC unit and harvests the residual thermal power, downstream the expander: a dedicated 
control, modelled to properly modulate the mass addition/subtraction to this storage unit allows to restore 
the operating points of the cycle and to limit the incidence of off-design operation, via real-time adjustment 
of the cycle operating parameters. Indeed, the possibility of continuous ORC generation depends on (i) the 
nature of the demand and (ii) the amount of hot water withdrawn from the high-temperature buffer vessel. 
The time-to-temperature for the mass stored inside the buffer affects the amount of ORC unit activations 
and eventually the maximum attainable generation of electric energy. The plant energy performance is 
experimentally assessed, and various characteristic operating points are mapped, based on test runs carried 
out on a real-scale ORC pilot unit. 

1 Introduction 

Micro-ORC units, fed by thermal energy from solar thermal collectors, have an enormous potential for distributed 
electricity generation and contemporary coverage of both thermal and electrical demand in the Residential sector [1-3]. 
Their suitability to low-temperature thermal sources makes the concentration of solar radiation unnecessary - saving 
investment costs and plant complexity [4-8] – and reduces both operating temperatures and pressures, leading to better 
compliance with fail-safe, durability and lower maintenance requirements applications in the Residential sector must meet 
[9-12]. 

The variability, on a seasonal and hourly basis, of the thermal demand for domestic hot water (DHW) production and 
heating purposes, calls for the integration to the plant of a vessel for thermal energy storage (TES), to serve the dual 
purpose of (i) decoupling the thermal availability at the evaporator from any environment-induced disturbance [13-16] 
and (ii) harvesting thermal energy during no DHW-withdrawals to feed it to the power section for electricity generation. 
Plus, the proper filling-emptying dynamics of the storage unit is the key to both (i) optimum ORC unit sizing and (ii) 
prevention of ORC off-design operation, resulting in stabler operation, higher energy performance for plant components 
and larger net power generation [17, 18]. 

Various TES configurations can be retrieved from the scientific literature, where both experimental and model-based 
approaches allow the proper characterization of (i) single- and two-tanks systems [19, 20], (ii) heat-transfer fluids ranging 
from pure fluids to mixtures – molten-salts and eutectic - and phase change materials [21, 22] and (iii) direct and indirect 
storage configurations [23, 24]. Nonetheless, they all refer to CSP-bottoming ORC-units, for which the higher investment 
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and maintenance costs are compensated by the larger potential energy output from the ORC-plant. Plus, the more the 
plant drifts to small scales, the more important its ability becomes, to provide a fast response to (i) demand fluctuations 
and (ii) daily thermal and electrical profile peaks, without significant penalty on the energy performance. 

Consequently, the residual margin for plant enhancement should be exploited through the definition of a control 
strategy, able to properly cope with (i) the need for plant downsizing (e.g., reduced heat exchange surfaces, reduced mass 
flowrates of working fluid), (ii) the limitations on the applicable fluid type [25-27] and (iii) the constraints on admissible 
operating temperatures and pressures [28-30]. Both the low characteristic mass flowrates of working fluid and the 
variability of the thermal energy at the evaporator call for dedicated design of rotary equipment [31-33]. 

More specifically, the expander design has to account for the possibility of a two-phase expansion, with a variable 
superheating degree and proper operation in a wide RPM range. In addition, the need for mass flowrate modulation via 
proper selection of the pump speed, calls for a pump designed for reduced energy absorption within the whole operating 
RPM range [33]. As a matter of fact, mass flowrate, cycle pressures (namely, the pressure at expander inlet) and expander 
speed are inter-related, particularly in volumetric machines, where the processing of a variable mass flowrate is associated 
with speed modulation: to keep the cycle operating pressures (namely, the pressure at expander inlet) unaffected in 
presence of an increased mass flowrate, a higher expander RPM is needed, to allow a quicker process of vane filling-
emptying. Nonetheless, this ends up affecting lubrication and friction losses and eventually the plant energy output [33]. 

In the present paper, the results of an extensive experimental campaign on a prototype ORC-unit, are presented: based 
on a preliminary parametric study [34] to account for off-design operation of the plant, the energy performance of the 
system is assessed. Electrically heated water reproduces the thermal availability from flat plate solar thermal collectors at 
a 250 L tank. The thermal energy fed to the ORC evaporator is controlled to reproduce the combined effect of variable 
solar availability, collector thermal dynamics and absorption for DHW production. The speed control at the pump allows 
the mass flowrate of working fluid (R245fa) modulation. In addition, the expander RPM can be set to different values, 
hence opening the way to the assessment of the plant hydraulic permeability under real operating conditions. 

 The real-time monitoring of operating temperatures and pressures allows the reproduction of the thermodynamic 
cycle associated with the plant, featuring a volumetric pump and a sliding vane expander. Plate and fins heat exchangers 
complete the base layout. Different set-point temperatures for ORC-activation are considered and result in different 
R245fa mass flowrates processed in the power section: for each operating point, the expander speed for maximum plant 
hydraulic permeability is assessed, along with the effects of sub-optimum lubrication and larger friction losses. 

In light of the typically very low characteristic conversion efficiency of ORC-based plants, a large share of the thermal 
power provided to the organic fluid at the evaporation section is still available at the expander outlet: the system integrates 
a low-temperature buffer vessel to assist the system in the primary purpose of DHW production and increase the amount 
of thermal energy potentially available to electric generation. 

Both continuous and unsteady operation underwent an in-depth analysis, as well as the benefits associated with 
different discharge times (i.e. either a flash or a progressive tank discharge) for the storage unit, to maximize, in turn, the 
electrical and thermal output and to (i) allow the cogeneration unit to operate with little-to-no irradiance, when electricity 
is typically most required, (ii) allow the instantaneous matching of both electric and thermal demand and (iii) in case of 
over-production of electric power, to plan the proper management of battery packs or the sale to the grid when it is more 
valuable, for financial revenue. 
 

2 Micro-ORC Unit Prototype 

Fig. 1 reports the prototype of the single evaporation pressure, subcritical cycle, under investigation. The ORC-unit 
features a condenser (a) and an expansion vessel (b), placed downstream the condenser, for pressure oscillations 
dampening; the fluid mass flowrate, processed by the diaphragm pump (c) is measured by a Coriolis-flowmeter (d) and 
is fed to the flat plate evaporator (e) where a slight superheating occurs (between 5°C and 13°C), with characteristic cycle 
upper pressures in the 6 bar to 11 bar range; it finally expands within the sliding vane expander (f). 

Once the pressure difference upstream and downstream the expander is large enough to provide a driving torque that 
overcomes inertia and friction, the rotor is dragged into rotation: the role played by the generator is then crucial, as it can 
be either used in reverse operation (i.e. as an electric motor) to speed-up the expander to the design speed; or it can be 
connected to the expander shaft and provide the resisting load that keeps the expander RPM to the speed value of choice. 
The former option has its main advantage of a shorter time-to-regime for the expander and is particularly effective in 
presence of larger masses to move (i.e. larger mechanical inertia to overcome) and larger thermal inertia of the plant (e.g. 
larger mass flowrates of the working fluid); in the case at hand, the dedicated design of the expander – assuring reduced 
mechanical inertia – makes the resisting torque on the expander shaft negligible and easily overcome by the enthalpy 
content the fluid provides, during thermal transients already, hence, the generator is never employed as an electric motor.  
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As a matter of fact, when the goal is to maximize the electricity generation, the option of a self-activated expander 
should be preferred, as it configures the possibility of extending the operating range of the power unit to the initial 
transients, otherwise unexploited. 

Apart from the satisfying trade-off it assures, between high characteristic efficiencies and mass flowrate variability in 
low-grade waste-heat recovery, the sliding vane technology is particularly appreciated, since it assures tolerance to dual-
phase expansions and for smooth operation in off design conditions: the less stringent constraints on the selection of the 
superheating degree creates conditions for lower losses for irreversibility at the heat exchanger and on a 1-3 % gain on 
the overall energy efficiency of the system, particularly valuable in small scale systems, usually suffering from a high 
Back-Work ratio (i.e. ratio between the work for pumping and the work gathered at the expander) [31, 34]. 

The plant is charged with 6 kg R245fa mixed with oil (5% weight fraction) for sealing and lubrication purpose. Despite 
the experimental campaign at hand did not account for any regeneration, the ORC-unit layout includes a flat plate heat 
exchanger (g) to subtract the residual thermal content of the fluid at the expander outlet and exploit the dual advantage of 
pre-heating the fluid - prior it approaches the evaporator, hence reducing the heat subtraction to DHW purposes - and 
downscaling the condenser, with smaller heat exchanging surfaces required. 

The plant set-points - expander and pump RPM - are input via a control board (h), that also allows the real-time reading 
of signals from piezoresistive sensors and thermocouples (n) for thermodynamic cycle reconstruction, torquemeter (m) 
on the expander shaft, to assess the available energy from the expansion, and the mass flowrate values of both R245fa 
(Coriolis type) and water (magnetic type) at the evaporator hot side and condenser cold side (Table 1). 

 
 

 
Fig. 1. ORC-plant prototype. 

 
A major breakthrough with respect to more traditional applications, is the expander speed modulation via a dedicated 

regenerative inverter, that decouples the speed of the expander from the net frequency, hence widening the operating 
range the investigation can account for and reproducing continuous plant operation, closer to the actual operation mode 
for the plant. The vessel (p) integrates electric heaters to reproduce the thermal power, the water would receive from the 
solar thermal collectors during in-field operation: the adduction to ORC-evaporator only occurs when the temperature 
threshold for ORC-unit activation is reached. 
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Table 1. Measurement equipment and sensors accuracy. 

Variable Sensor type Accuracy 

Temperature T-type thermocouple ±0,75 °C 

Pressure Piezoresistive sensor ±1,5 % full scale 

Mass flowrate (R245fa) Coriolis-type sensor ±0,15 % measured value 

Mass flowrate (water) Magnetic-type sensor ±0,5 % measured value 

Torque Torquemeter ±0,02 Nm 

Power Wattmeter ±0,5 % measured value 

 

3 Experimental Characterization 

Table 2 reports the range for each operating parameter, the experimental analysis accounted for. Operation at both 
design point and under partial load underwent an in-depth investigation: the breakthrough of the plant overall performance 
was possible by a close-up analysis of the energy performance of each component, particularly the expander and the 
pump. 

Table 2. Experimental campaign parameters and ranges of variation. 

Variable Range Units of Measure 

Mass flowrate – Water (evaporator) 0,1 – 0,4 kg/s 

Mass flowrate – Water (condenser) 0,2 – 0,7 kg/s 

Mass flowrate – R245fa 35 – 75 g/s 

Temperature – Water (evaporator inlet) 80 – 112 °C 

Temperature – Water (condenser inlet) 15 – 22 °C 

Upper cycle pressure 6,1 – 11,9 bar 

Lower cycle pressure 0,6 – 3,5 bar 

Mechanical power – expander 200 – 750 W 

Torque - expander 0,2 – 5,6 Nm 

Mechanical power – pump 150 – 280 W 

ORC-unit efficiency 0,1 – 3,2 % 

 

To the scopes of the experimental characterization, a pair of 12 kW electric heaters provide thermal energy to the 
water inside the tank and mirror the variability of the solar source: the year-round available solar radiation at the 
experimental facility (town of L’Aquila, central Italy) on a 15 minutes time-basis is retrieved from [35] and the assessment 
of the thermal power to the storage unit refers to a 15 m2 solar thermal collector field, as presented in [34]. As the energy 
fed to the ORC-unit varies, a different mass- and energy-equilibrium is reached at the evaporator, leading to a different 
value of the processed mass flowrate of working fluid: a wide range (35 g/s - 75 g/s) is considered for the prototype at 
hand. Each mass flowrate calls for a different value of expander RPM to maximize energy generation, particularly with 
volumetric expanders. In the case at hand, an additional factor to account for is the high sensitivity of sliding vane 
machines to the expansion ratio β between the expander intake and exhaust pressures.  
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Generally speaking, as the expander chamber approaches the discharge port, an imperfect matching between the 
chamber pressure and the exhaust one leads to two alternative situations: 

1. If the chamber pressure is higher than the exhaust pressure an isochoric expansion takes place leading to a under-
expansion phenomenon; 

2. If the chamber pressure is higher than the exhaust one an isochoric compression occurs, resulting in an improper 
emptying, with a fraction of the mass flowrate trapped inside the vane and undergoing unwanted compression. 
Internal leaks (i.e., vane-to-vane transfer of working fluid under pressure gradients inside the expander) add 
further complexity to the problem of proper expansion modeling. 

The cycle-by-cycle propagation of such a deviation from the ideality, results in an expansion efficiency that 
deteriorates quickly and eventually leads to poor energy performance of the cycle. In order to prevent under-expansion 
and over-compression from happening, the control of upper and lower cycle pressures is of the essence: the expansion 
ratio (i.e., expander intake-to-exhaust pressure ratio) should be kept as close as possible to the design value.  

It is worth observing, though, that even if such detrimental effects associated with improper line-expander interaction 
were removed, the plant would perceive the expander as a concentrated pressure loss anyway. Indeed, the intake and 
discharge ports are not simultaneously open and during the filling phase, the expander acts as a closed valve that only 
opens once the expansion is complete. Between the intake port closing and the exhaust port opening, whereas the pressure 
upstream the expander increases (the expander is perceived as an obstruction to the fluid flow), the one downstream the 
expander decreases, due to insufficient fluid adduction. This is usually referred to as expander permeability [33]: little-
to-no relief comes from the intake-to-exhaust leaks, i.e., from the mass of working fluid that runs from intake to exhaust 
through clearances, without providing any useful expansion work. 

As a matter of fact, once one among the thermodynamic conditions (cycle pressures), the processed mass flowrate and 
the expander speed is assigned, the remaining variables are univocally fixed by the need for minimizing pressure 
disturbances and keeping the plant as close as possible to the design point. 

 

4 Results and Discussion 

Figure 2 accounts for the mass flowrate of working fluid as the independent variable, with the expander speed as a 
parameter: for any given mass flowrate, a change in the expander RPM leads to a different expansion ratio (Figure 2a), 
confirming the theoretical expectations on the expander permeability. As the revolution speed decreases, the permeability 
diminishes thus ensuring a higher expansion ratio that keeps the mass flowrate constant. On the contrary, the expander 
permeability raises with the revolution speed leading to a contraction of the expansion ratio for a certain mass flow rate 
provided by the pump. As a matter of fact, due to its tight relationship with the plant hydraulic permeability, the expander 
revolution speed can be considered as a variable for effective plant operation control: suitable operating points – in terms 
of mass flowrate and expansion ratio - span in a wide range ideally corresponding to the rectangular perimeter in Figure 
2a.  

Same goes for the expansion power, whose values (250 W-750 W) are even more dispersed, especially if compared 
to the pump power absorption, that shows a linear increase with the mass flowrate (Figure 2b), in the 200 – 280 W range.  
Figure 2c provides a clear indication that a maximum 500 W net power can be generated, with 62 g/s of R245fa and 1250 
RPM at the expander to which a 4% unit efficiency corresponds (Figure 2d). The unit efficiency is the ratio between the 
ORC net power and the thermal power fed to R245fa (eq.1). The ORC net power is the difference between the power 
generated at the expander and the pump power absorption. 

 

𝜂𝜂��� =
𝑃𝑃���
𝑃𝑃��

=
𝑃𝑃��� − 𝑃𝑃���

𝑃𝑃��
 (1) 

 

Therefore, despite it is conceived as a stationary application, the ORC unit is fit to work in a wide operating range and 
still assure satisfying levels of power and plant efficiency, mainly thanks to the performance robustness of volumetric 
machines to both R245fa mass flowrate variability and working fluid condition at expander inlet (Figure 2). When the 
plant works at its design point - 62 g/s R245fa, β=7 and 1250 RPM expander speed - it achieves the maximum power and 
efficiency. A further degree of flexibility comes from the possibility to vary the expander and pump speed, and to reach 
the desired operating point in terms of mass flow rate and expansion ratio, thus allowing a proper plant performance even 
in presence of a thermal power below the design value. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental results – Expansion ratio (a), Expander/Pump power (b), ORC net power (c) and efficiency (d) as 
funcion of mass flow rate. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Experimental results – ORC-plant net  power (a) and efficiency (b) as fucntion of the expansion ratio. 
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The ORC net power and efficiency are reported also as function of expansion ratio in Figure 3a and 3b, respectively: 
they both increase as the expansion ratio grows., i.e., as a larger enthalpy difference is exploited through the expansion. 

Moreover, also the impact of pump power on the expander one diminishes as expansion ratio raises as it can be seen 
observing the Back-Work ratio reported in Figure 4. The Back-Work ratio BWR is defined as in eq.2: 

 

𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 =
𝑃𝑃���

𝑃𝑃���
 (2) 

 

where Ppmp and Pexp are the power at the pump and the expander, respectively. Figure 4 shows that BWR quite follows a 
hyperbolic decrease when the expansion ratio grows from 3 to 7: whereas at design point the expansion ratio is 27%, 
when the expansion ratio equals 3, the expander power is almost entirely eroded by the pump one, with obvious penalty 
on the net ORC power. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Back-Work ratio as function of expansion ratio. 

 

As commonly retained in literature, the expander is the key component of an ORC-based power unit, for its efficiency 
highly affects both the attainable plant power and efficiency. Characteristic values of the expander generated power and 
efficiency for the case at hand are in Figures 5a and 5b, respectively: whereas a linear growth with the expansion ratio is 
appreciated at 1250 RPM expander speed, a less defined trend is detected with different expander speeds. 

Such experimental evidence suggests that the beneficial effect of a higher expander speed compensates the reduction 
of the expansion ratio due to the permeability increase, to keep the mass flowrate constant. The maximum expander power 
is available at design point (β=7, ωexp=1250 RPM) - which matches with the previously observed trend – as well as at 
points with β=3, ωexp=1500 RPM and ωexp=1750 RPM: the higher BWR, though, results in a lower ORC net power.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental results – Expander global (a) and volumetric efficiency (b) as function of expansion ratio. 

 

5 Conclusions 

A thorough experimental campaign, carried out on a prototype ORC-unit, allowed the characterization of a small-
scale (below 1 kWe) recovery plant for solar micro-cogeneration in the residential sector. The main interest for the unit, 
featuring standard on-the-shelf components and R245fa as the working fluid, comes from the assessment of the feasibility 
of simultaneous heat recovery and electricity generation from very low-grade thermal energy (below 110°C), 
characterized by intermittent availability, due to seasonal fluctuations and withdrawals for DHW production. 

This calls for a plant able to perform under off-design conditions, with little energy penalty, and, eventually, for a 
dedicated control strategy, that allows a convenient trade-off between power generation and coverage of the thermal 
demand for domestic purposes. In order for the prototype to reproduce real operating conditions, the testing activity 
accounted for different sets of operating parameters – namely, threshold temperature for ORC-unit activation, cycle 
pressures, expander speed, pump speed – and led to the mapping of multiple operating points. 

On the one hand, the available thermal power at the evaporator fixes the equilibrium mass flowrate of working fluid, 
which in turn fixes the pump speed. On the expander side, the permeability increases with the expander speed, leading to 
lower losses for the unit and a lower overpressure for the pump to overcome. 

If the expander speed is constrained, any variation in the available thermal power induces off-design operation and 
low energy output. An effective option to tackle such issue is to define a control strategy accounting for independent 
speed control for the expander and the pump. By decoupling the two speed controls, a twofold advantage is attained: the 
pump adapts the processed mass flowrate to the actual thermal availability and assures the maximum heat recovery from 
the upper thermal source; the expander speed can be adjusted to variable thermodynamic conditions (cycle pressures and 
superheating degree) and pursue the optimum trade-off between enhanced lubrication, optimum volumetric performance, 
and high permeability. The experimental results shown the capability of the whole system to work in off design condition. 
At design point (expansion ratio equal to 7) the efficiency is equal to 4% and the produced net power is 500 W. However, 
even if the operating condition are far from the rated one, the plant allows to achieve satisfying power (300 W – 400 W) 
and efficiency (2% – 3%), with expansion ratio equal to 4 and 6. 

The experimental characterization shows that the expander performance highly affects the whole plant efficiency and 
produced power. Moreover, the results shows that the machine presents large room of improvement on the volumetric 
efficiency, currently not exceeding 55%. A better understanding of the oil distribution inside the machine and the 
definition of the optimum amount of oil for mixing with working fluid will play a fundamental role in this sense. The fact 
that the maximum efficiency is not achieved at the design point, but when the expander rotates at 1500 RPM and the 
pressure ratio is around 4, with an expander efficiency close to 40%, invites to reconsider the role of the volumetric 
efficiency in energy performance of volumetric machines for small scale applications and to design proper experimental 
activity to assess it, during normal operation. 
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Nomenclature 

Symbols 

P Power [W]  𝜂𝜂 Efficiency [%] 

𝑝𝑝 Pressure [bar]  𝛽𝛽 Pressure ratio [-] 

�̇�𝑚 Mass flowrate [kg/s]  𝜔𝜔 Revolution speed 

�̇�𝑊 Power [W]  𝛽𝛽 Expansion ratio 

 

Subscripts 

ev evaporator  exp expander 

wf working fluid  v volumetric 

net net  pmp pump 

orc Organic Rankine Cycle  th thermal 
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